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Through sustainable 
incentives we manage to 
multiply the climate impact 
and raise awareness at the 
same time.

Facilitating Zurich’s  Journey towards Net Zero through 
Company and Consumer Engagement
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Through sustainable 
incentives we manage to 
multiply the climate impact 
and raise awareness at the 
same time.

Klimit
The climate-friendly incentive system 
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Consumption guidelines
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Progressive EatersB2C B2B

Traditional Eaters

Points-based Reward 
System via APP

Price incentives

Subsidies for CO2 
reduction

Data platform

Reduction Guidelines
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Through sustainable incentives we 
manage to multiply the climate 
impact and raise awareness at the 
same time.

Increasing 
Carbon price

Klimit 
→ Less CO2 
→  Less Cost

 

Net Zero
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The Team

Christian - Food2050 Elena - Env. Engineer Gina - Food Scout Milena - Sustainability 
Responsible

Paolo - Product Design Samira - Data Analyst Saskia - Operations Romain - Control Sys. Engineer
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Through sustainable 
incentives we manage to 
multiply the climate impact 
and raise awareness at the 
same time.

Facilitating Zurich’s  Journey towards Net Zero through 
Company and Consumer Engagement
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Implementation

○ Via Sticker on 
the product

○ Via App
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Through sustainable 
incentives we manage to 
multiply the climate impact 
and raise awareness at the 
same time.

⇒
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PILOT STUDY
April 2023
● Launching the Klimit program

in °C



Target group

B2B

800 FelFel business clients across 
Switzerland

Problems:
- Need tools to reduce their CO2 

emissions to reach climate goals
- Food is a major CO2 driver for any 

company
- Companies do not know how to make 

their food offer more sustainable
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B2C

150’000 users across 800 businesses 
throughout Switzerland

Problems
- Unclear what sustainable food is and 

how to make a bigger impact
- Sustainable behavior is not incentivized
- Unaware of tasty alternatives that make 

a positive impact
- Health
- No time to think about sustainability



What is OUR Impact?

● Over 800 contracted fridges ALL 
ACROSS Switzerland 

● A total of 150’000 end customers with 
highly diverse dietary preferences → 
ability to gather data on food 
preferences & trigger points

● More than 120 employees internally who 
are motivated and willing to learn 

Who are we and how can we contribute to a more sustainable future?! 
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Aim: Leveraging the existing resources as well as 
the trust placed in our company to nudge our 
customers into a more sustainable behavior



What are climate 
friendly choices?

Initial Requirements:
1. Measurement Tool for Environmental 

Impact regarding CO2 emissions
○ Data Gathering → outsourced

2. Categorization (Color code)

3. Visualization & Knowledge Transfer
○ Via Sticker on the product
○ Via App
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Promoting 
Climate-Friendly Dishes
● Clearly show product score in basket
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Incentivise Climate 
Action
● Clearly show product score in basket
● Communicate tangible climate 

impact of purchase (degree increase 
in context of Paris climate accord) 
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Discourage Climate 
Inaction
● Clearly show product score in 

basket
● Communicate tangible climate 

impact of purchase (degree 
increase in context of Paris 
climate accord)
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Changes to Our Product/ Service Offer
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Vegan 
Eaters

Traditional

Flexitarians

Decrease meat offer 
overall →  beef in 
particular

Subsidize vegan 
products → make it 
profitable by 
cross-subsidizing with 
meat products that 
are penalized with 
higher product prices

Create on demand 
service as a “hurdle” 
for products with high 
environmental 
pressure

However, service offer 
needs to be aligned 
with its respective 
target audience e.g. 
traditional vs. vegan 
eaters & their 
willingness to adapt 
towards a more 
sustainable diet

Define threshold for 
weekly menu that 
cannot be exceeded 
→ regarding climate 
impact (e.g. CO2 per 
kcal)



B2C Nudges

- Educational content based on pop up messages and newsletter + point of 
sales

- User account with summary of food consumption impact
- Recommendations on how footprint can be reduced
- Benchmarks with other users within the same team
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B2C Incentives
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Points Cash Awards Sustainable gifts

10 10% off of next PB 
purchase

In collaboration with 
the city of Zurich

50 20% off of next PB 
purchase

E.g. rewards to 
redeem at local 
businesses

100 30% off of next PB 
purchase

Highest employee 
score

Climate hero of the 
month

Every XX kg result in 1 Point


